Permission to Cite or Quote

If you plan to use an interview in a published work or commercial production, you must secure permission to cite or quote. In most cases, your publisher will ask you to secure such permissions yourself. In order to do so, please submit to our office the pages of the manuscript in which the interview is quoted, as well as the three pages preceding the quote and the three pages following. Please highlight the quotes from our collection and be sure to include endnotes. We will check the citation and issue a letter of permission. Please allow at least four weeks for this process.

The suggested form of citation is:


For commercial productions, please write us describing your project and the words you wish to use. Any use beyond standards of fair use may require a licensing fee.

For use and quotation inquiries: oralhist@columbia.edu or 212-854-7083

Mail permission requests to: Columbia University Oral History Research Office 801 Butler Library, Box 20 535 West 114th Street, MC 1129 New York, NY 10027